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Summary
● Christmas TTDT

your first $POWER MAIN ever

● Token release plan

love only lasts 36 months

● POWER bridge

will always allow an exit for an holder

● Staking

an APR beyond 1500%
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contact@civicpower.io

@NicoBrait

Contact us

mailto:contact@civicpower.io


Christmas 
TTDT 
exclusively 
for the 
$POWER 
community

In order to thank the community for its 
kindness and patience but also to develop 
it and to help it understand the mechanism 
of the POWER Bridge, we trigger a airdrop 
Technical Token Delivery Test of $POWER 
MAIN.

The $POWER MAIN has the particularity of 
being able to circulate on exchanges 
unlike the $POWER ICO, COMP or 
SPONSORSHIP.

Thus, each $POWER ICO holder will receive 
1 $POWER MAIN on their custodial wallet.
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Token release plan

As agreed, here is the expected progressive 
release scheme for your $POWER ICO vested 
36 months under SLiPv2. (see next slide).

A "release" is an automatic conversion of a 
portion of your $POWER ICO to $POWER MAIN 
via the POWER Bridge with no acceleration 
fees.

This will be done automatically every month 
and will be visible on your OTCivic account.
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#freepower 

#powergate

#IamPOWER

#FromClioToPOWER



2022/1 1,11%

2022/2 2,22%

2022/3 3,33%

2022/4 4,58%

2022/5 5,83%

2022/6 7,08%

2022/7 8,49%

2022/8 9,90%

2022/9 11,31%

2022/10 12,90%

2022/11 14,48%

2022/12 16,07%

2023/1 18,05%

2023/2 20,03%

2023/3 22,01%

2023/4 25,00%

2023/5 27,98%

2023/6 30,97%

2023/7 34,48%

2023/8 37,98%

2023/9 41,49%

Progressive 
Release Plan

Every month a part (%) of your 
$POWER ICO is converted into 
POWER MAIN, regardless of who 
owns the tokens and without any 
action on your part.

2023/10 45,57%

2023/11 49,66%

2023/12 53,74%

2024/1 58,39%

2024/2 63,04%

2024/3 67,69%

2024/4 72,82%

2024/5 77,95%

2024/6 83,08%

2024/7 88,48%

2024/8 93,89%

2024/9 99,29%

2024/10 100%
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POWER 
Bridge

Starting in January 2022, it will be possible to convert your $POWER ICO into 
$POWER MAIN, without any limitation.

We have always sought to provide liquidity on the $POWER to those who want 
it, even if the token is new and not well known, and even if the deflation has 
not started. However, this should not be done at the expense of the rest of 
the community which through SLiPv2 has voted for a 3 year progressive 
vesting.

Those who wish to exit the project quickly and anticipate the gradual 
release of their tokens over 3 years can do so, by accepting an acceleration 
fee.

The "exchange rate" between ICO and MAIN will be visible and accessible 
directly from your account, and may vary up or down depending on the 
volumes and trends of the $POWER MAIN price on DEX/CEX.

However, the objective will be that our POWER 
Bridge will always allow an exit for a $POWER holder.

Fees will be charged for each use of this bridge. At launch, these will be 0.09% 
of the transaction amount + a flat fee of 5 $POWER ICOd  Xtrust 6
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Details of 
passive income 
offers

As expected and with a “small” delay (sorry), it's time to 
unveil the different staking offers available.

● Q1/2022
○ staking of $POWER
○ farming CEFI of $POWER/BUSD

● Q2/2022
○ farming of $POWER/BUSD
○ lending of $POWER, $CYP
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Offer 1 

POWER 
Staking

Q: What is staking? 
A : Staking your $POWER tokens in a secure vault in order to obtain a remuneration 
linked to a period of time determined in advance by Civicpower.

Q: What is the risk?
A: $POWER cannot be lost. A portion of the compensation will not be paid out if your 
$POWER is not locked in for the full term.

Q: What is the launch offer?
A: This program launches for a 30-day first round with a $POWER MAIN reward.

Q: Is the compounding of interest earned automatic?
A: No, not at this stage, you will have to do it manually if you wish
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Concretely, it will be enough to activate the button "I stake my powers" 
and to choose according to the number of $POWER available, in order to 
benefit immediately from passive income.

Those who stay 30 days will get the maximum of their reward, those who enter after 
the beginning or leave before the end, will see their return decreased.
The more participants there are in the program, the more the total reward is shared 
and therefore less for each participant.

Fees: 0.50% per movement.

Did you know that?
As nouns the difference between staking and 
stacking (with a “c”) is that staking is an act of 
stabbing with a stake while stacking is the act 
by which something is stacked.
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Offer 2 

CeFI 
Farming 

Q: What is CeFI farming?
A: Blocking $POWER/BUSD liquidity 
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This program is permanent with an APR (at the current $POWER rate) of up to 20%.

You bring in $POWER hand and the equivalent of their value at the moment in BUSD.
You will have a direct reward in $POWER MAIN up to 20% annual 
Example if $POWER = $4 then : I bring 10000 $POWER and 40000 $BUSD, at the end of the year I 
get up to 8000 BUSD of value in $POWER MAIN (sellable on DEX/CEX).
You can enter and exit at any time, your reward is calculated according to the time spent. When 
you exit you get your initial contribution back.
For a pre-sale investor, this is a recalculated APR that can go beyond 500%.

Conditions:
● IN/OUT possible on Wednesday and Sunday
● outing to be planned 48 hours in advance
● requests exclusively through the interface

Advantages:
● we take care of all the handling for you
● we maximize your yield
● we take care of handling errors (which we take care of if necessary)

Fees: 0.50% per movement

Aimed at the part of our community that doesn't master the DeFI tools and wants 
to play without the risk of making a handling mistake
Here we will reward holders who do not sell POWER ICO released in HAND and who 
also add BUSD in the protocol.
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Offer 3 

DeFi 
Farming 

Q : What is DeFi farming?
A : Bringing liquidity directly on the $POWER/$BUSD Liquidity Pool on PancakeSwap.
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Intended for our community but also and especially to attract the most 
degenerate part of the global crypto community who master the DeFI 
tools.

Here, we will reward buyers of $POWER MAIN who come to consolidate the LP with 
the liquidity already locked by the team, thus facilitating the exchange and the 
expansion of the $POWER community.

This program will be launched with a first round of 30 days and a reward 
in $POWER MAIN allowing to announce an APR beyond 1500%.

Concretely:
● I buy $POWER on PancakeSwap,
● I bring liquidity to the $POWER/$BUSD LP, as a proof of this contribution PCS 

gives me in exchange a CAKE-LP token. It is this CAKE-LP token that you will 
have to come and store with us to be eligible for the reward,

● reward in $POWER MAIN.

Fees: 0,50% per movement (stake/unstake)
PancakeSwap fees not integrated



Contact
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contact@civicpower.io

@NicoBrait
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